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Abstract
There is a need to clearly understand the
effect that interactive systems can have on
users in the real world. This study explores
whether aspects of social interaction (persuasion and negotiation) can be predicted purely
from linguistic, politeness and collaborative
features. Amongst other findings, we show
that politeness cues (such as expressing gratitude) are important for successful negotiation dialogues and that collaborative features
(such as repeated content between consecutively turns) are important for effective persuasion. We report here accuracy for automatic
prediction methods based purely on interaction features using logistic regression, but also
explore more opaque methods including neural models trained with dialogue embeddings.
The two scenarios explored both involve economic decision-making, thus the subject has
some stake in the outcome of the interaction,
which is important for investigating trust.

1

Introduction

As interactive systems become more sophisticated,
we can now look to various social aspects of interaction such as persuasion, negotiation and building
of trusting relationships. However, there is a lack
of understanding of how successful dialogues in
this regard, manifest and what linguistic phenomena are observed. Designing and conducting studies to measure trust (subjectively or objectively)
is particularly difficult because, in order to instill
varying levels of trust in subjects, they have to be
involved in the task and feel vulnerable to the outcome (Rousseau et al., 1998). One way to try to
emulate this is to involve subjects in some kind
of financial commitment to decisions made in the
experimental set-up. The underlying assumption
is that choices in such scenarios provide a reliable
approximation of success in terms of persuasion,
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negotiation and consequently trust and trustworthiness (Camerer, 2011).
This paper reports an investigation into linguistic cues in two datasets that involve such economic
decision-making: 1) where participants negotiate
the price of items from real Craigslist advertisements (He et al., 2018); and 2) where one of the
participants has to convince the other to donate
part of their experimental reward to charity (Wang
et al., 2019). The first of these datasets looks at
a negotiation setting where one participant plays
the role of a buyer and the other a seller and for
the second dataset, one subject has the persuader
role while the other is the persuadee. We posit that
for both types of situations, in order for the interaction and transaction to succeed, there needs to
be a trusting relationship between participants because these scenarios involve some emotional and
financial investment. If we can establish trends and
phenomena in language and dialogue that enable
persuasion, effective negotiation and trust, then
these can be used to inform dialogue management
and natural language generation.
The importance of trust in human-robot interaction and conversational systems is a topic of much
recent research (Kok and Soh, 2020). Levels of
conflict of interest have been shown to be important for negotiation success (Cadilhac et al., 2013)
and the role trust plays when coming to an agreement (Balliet and Van Lange, 2013). This form of
cooperation depends on whether trust is conditional
or unconditional. Conditional trust represents the
minimum level of trust to facilitate social and economic exchanges toward a common goal (Jones and
George, 1998). Rempel et al. (1985) state that trust
evolves over time in interpersonal relationships,
nurtured through interaction. However, trust can
fall away rapidly, for example following an error
(Nesset et al., 2021). In order to create interactive
systems that are able to react and mitigate against
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over-trust or undertrust/distrust (when perhaps the
system is incorrect or misguided), we need to be
able to monitor and infer the user’s level of trust.
Currently, measures of trust and trustworthiness
are mostly collected from subjective questionnaires
after the interaction (Schaefer, 2013; Jian et al.,
2000; Ullman and Malle, 2018) or during the interaction (Khalid et al., 2019). Even if such methods
have been validated, they can be considered intrusive as they break the flow of the interaction and
are thus impractical for actually deployed systems.
By observing linguistic phenomena, we hope to be
able to develop an automatic method for predicting
persuasion or whether a deal has been achieved
without intrusive measures. In the future, we aim
to extend the approach to predict trust in dialogues.
This would allow for monitoring interaction, thus
providing seamless mitigation through dialogue
and language.
In this paper, we address the following research
questions:
1. RQ1: Can we identify linguistic indicators
present trustworthy interaction, in particular in successful persuasion/negotiation dialogues?
2. RQ2: Do role-specific linguistic indicators
influence the outcome of the dialogue in a
particular way?
3. RQ3: Can we use data-driven methods to predict the outcome of a persuasion/negotiation
dialogue?
The contributions of the paper are thus two-fold:
an in-depth analysis of linguistic indicators for successful dialogues, breaking this down by role, and
providing discussion on how they may also influence trust in interaction. Secondly, we present datadriven methods, of varying transparency, for automatically predicting success in dialogue in terms
of persuasion and whether a deal has been reached.
The paper starts by reviewing previous work
on detecting trust and using linguistic indicators
in predicting human behaviour (Section 2). The
data used are described in detail in Section 3. The
methodology is described in Section 4 and the results achieved in Section 5. We then discuss less
transparent methods trained with dialogue embedding features and neural modelling in Section 6. In
Section 7, we discuss the results and implications,
and finally conclude the paper with Section 8.

2

Related Work

To achieve trustful interactions, systems have to become trustworthy. In order to do that, systems need
to be equipped with resources to monitor the impact of their actions and how they affect the user’s
perception of the trustworthiness of the system.
Therefore, there have been a number of studies
where researchers have investigated specific cues
that could be associated with trustworthiness. In
Lucas et al. (2016), non-verbal cues have been studied in the context of negotiation dialogues between
humans. Their goal was to predict both the perceived trustworthiness (i.e. partner perceptions of
trustworthiness) and the reported perceived trustworthiness (i.e. if participants are honest). This
study showed humans were actually poor predictors
of trustworthiness, when compared with the proposed machine learning approach that used multimodal data. Still in the negotiation domain, Mell
and Gratch (2017) found that negotiations were
more likely to be successful when agents behaved
aggressively. However, even if this strategy could
lead to successful outcomes in the short-term, it is
not necessarily advisable for human-robot interaction to display aggression in the long-term. Similar
to our approach, Mell et al. (2019) used machine
learning to predict the outcome of a negotiation
using interaction features (e.g. number of turns),
which were fed into both a linear model and a deep
neural network. They do not, however, explore
lexical features.
The above-mentioned approaches follow the intuition described in (DeSteno et al., 2012), that
trust-related signals will likely emerge dynamically
within the context of an interpersonal situation between individuals who are unfamiliar with each
other. In addition, DeSteno et al. (2012) found
that the accuracy of individuals in predicting trustworthy behaviour was higher when they had access to non-verbal cues. Examples of such cues
were leaning forward or head nods. Lisetti et al.
(2013), used a similar intuition to test whether different behaviours implemented in virtual agents
were perceived more trustworthy. They found that
the empathic version of the agent was generally
preferred to its non-empathic counterpart on a number of dimensions related to trust, such as willingness to follow the agent’s advice or politeness and
willingness to continue the interview. Torre et al.
(2018) also manipulated the agent’s behaviour and
measured the perceived trust. The virtual character
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with a smiling face was perceived more trustworthy,
knowledgeable and appealing. Kraus et al. (2020)
modified the robot pro-activity and measured trust.
The pro-active (contrasting with the reactive) version of the robot had a higher acceptance rate when
it was possible to have natural dialogue, exemplifying the importance of dialogue and for acceptance
and trust. Rapport building is also known to be a
persuasion strategy that will likely increase trust.
Therefore, Zhao et al. (2018) combined social dialogue with a model for task-oriented dialogue,
including a first phase intended to build rapport.
Examples of strategies used were self-disclosure,
shared experience and praise.
2.1

Language and Trust

So far, we have focused on negotiation and persuasion as a means to maintain and manage trust,
however, the above-mentioned studies mostly focus on non-verbal behaviour. Of specific interest
here is whether we can observe linguistic indicators
of these phenomena and use these to automatically
predict varying levels of trust. Example studies
looking into this area include Scissors et al. (2008),
who investigated lexical mimicry (i.e. repetition
of words or word phrases by both partners). They
found that higher levels of mimicry were present in
high-trusting pairs than low-trusting pairs. With regards to lexicon items, Rashkin et al. (2017) show
that first-person and second person pronouns are
used more in less reliable or deceptive news texts.
On the other hand, Newman et al. (2003) found
fewer self-references in people telling lies (so less
trustworthy) about their personal opinions. These
differences can perhaps be explained by the fact
that the former is in relation to written facts, whilst
the latter is about storytelling. With regards the
use of superlatives and comparatives, Rashkin et al.
(2017) found that trusted sources are more likely to
use assertive words and less likely to use hedging
words.
Continuing the theme of trustworthy news
sources, Glenski et al. (2018) performed a study
where they labelled bot and human users’ reactions to (mis)information posted by various news
sources and measured how bot and human users
reacted to deceptive news sources compared to
trusted news sources. However, the language aspect was not analysed. Volkova et al. (2017), on
the other hand, found that incorporating linguistic
and network features via a “late fusion” technique

boosted performance of their suspicious tweet classifier. They found that verified news tweets contain
significantly fewer bias markers, hedges and subjective terms.
Recent work has tried to use linguistic indicators to predict behaviours in interactive settings.
Constructiveness has been one of the behaviours
investigated in the context of an exploration game
(Niculae and Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2016) and
disputes about Wikipedia articles (De Kock and
Vlachos, 2021). In Zhang et al. (2018), politeness
markers were used to predict if conversations were
likely to fail at early stages. A conversation failure
could be seen as a loss of conditional trust between
interlocutors. In Niculae et al. (2015), sentiment,
argumentation and discourse, politeness, subjectivity and talkativeness were used as linguistic cues
to identify betrayal in a competitive game. As
stated in Peskov et al. (2020), trust can be betrayed
through deception, therefore some of these features
might be relevant to our study. The most similar
to our work is (Chawla et al., 2020), where BERT
and linguistic features were used to predict the final price of successful negotiation in the Craigslist
Bargain dataset. In our work, we use different lexical features and dialogue embeddings and have
different tasks, namely the binary prediction of persuasion and whether a deal has been achieved. We
believe this is an easier task for the model and thus
would lead to further insights through the use of
simpler more transparent modelling methods.
In this paper, we make use of some of the
above-mentioned interaction cues, however, we apply them to negotiation and to the new domain
of persuasion dialogues in scenarios of economic
decision-making, where subjects in these types of
scenarios have been shown to exhibit conditional
trust.

3

Data

Two datasets were used in our analysis: the
Craigslist Bargain dataset (He et al., 2018) and the
Persuasion for Good dataset (Wang et al., 2019). In
this section, we will provide a high-level description of these datasets. Further details can be found
in the respective papers.
3.1

Craigslist Bargain

This dataset contains 6555 negotiation dialogues
collected through crowd-sourcing. During data
collection, crowd-workers were provided a real
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Craigslist advertisement and were assigned roles of
the buyer or the seller. They had to converse with
another participant in order to negotiate an agreed
price and thus close the transaction. Each participant was trying to push for a target price specified
in the job (HIT) description. The datasets include
information about these prices and the final closing
price, and if participants eventually reach an agreement. This dataset has established partitioning for
train/test/dev, which we have used in the research
we present in this paper, in line with other work on
the same dataset (He et al., 2018).
3.2

Persuasion for Good

The Persuasion for Good dataset is composed of
1017 dialogues between crowd-workers. Each participant had a specific role in the conversation. One
crowd-worker, the persuader, had to convince the
crowd-worker they were paired with, the persuadee,
to donate a fraction of the amount they would receive for performing the task to a given charity (the
same charity was used throughout the whole data
collection). The persuader could also opt to donate
part of their financial reward to the same charity
at the end of the dialogue. The amount donated
by each participant was recorded. The dataset also
includes personality information gathered through
pre-screening tests, in addition to demographics. A
subset of dialogues was manually annotated for specific persuasion strategies and also for the intended
donation verbalised by the persuadee during the
dialogue (note that some persuadees actually did
not donate the amount they verbally committed).

4

Method

In this section, we describe the method followed to
perform two tasks: 1) predict the outcome of the
dialogue and 2) identify the most relevant features
in this prediction. Because we use a transparent
method for prediction, we can do both of these
tasks simultaneously. In both datasets, we have
used the same features and extracted them from
the conversations. We have drawn inspiration from
the approach proposed in (De Kock and Vlachos,
2021) for feature-based models. We include the
feature groups described below (a full reference of
the features used can be found in Appendix A):
• Politeness strategies from (Zhang et al., 2018)
for capturing tokens associated with greetings, apologies, directness and other politeness markers;

• Markers for collaboration from (Niculae and
Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil, 2016) such as mutual pronoun usage or linguistic style accommodation (COLL).
• LIWC (Pennebaker, 2001) that provides
counts of words associated with a given sentiment using pre-built lexicons.
All of the above-mentioned features were extracted at the turn-level, using Convokit (Chang
et al., 2020). Similarly to De Kock and Vlachos
(2021), at the end of the dialogue, for each feature we take the average (avg) and the gradient of
a straight line fit of the feature value throughout
the conversation (fit). The latter was done to assess how the feature value evolved throughout the
dialogue. Then we have used the features, which
will henceforth be called lexicon-based features, to
train logistic regressions (LR). The LR method was
chosen as it is reasonably transparent and allows
the interpretation of the model by examining the
weights of each feature.

5

Results

In this section, we present results for each of the
datasets used. We used accuracy and F1-score as
metrics, as all our tasks are binary classifications
and the labels can be unbalanced (see the majority
baselines in the results tables). We also report the
McFadden R2 score, the coefficient of determination, to provide a measure of how well the learned
model fits the data. For the case of models trained
with lexicon-based features, we report the 5 features with the highest absolute coefficients in the
trained regressor.
5.1

Negotiation Dialogues

The task for this dataset is to automatically predict
whether an agreement had been reached (binary
deal/no-deal) and understand what features could
help lead to this. We have used the dataset splits
(5147 for train, 582 for validation, 826 for test)
available in the data release. All sets of features
used were able to improve over the majority baseline both in terms of accuracy and F1-score (it is
a strong baseline given the dataset is highly unbalanced), as seen in Table 1. Regarding feature types,
out of the 5 features in the best performing lexiconfeature based model, 4 were politeness features.
In addition, dialogues with a trend of increasing
turn length (fit n words) were more likely to lead
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Accuracy
0.769

F1-score
0.869

R2
-

Top-5 features
-

0.810

0.886

-0.121

LIWC

0.815

0.886

0.016

Politeness

0.833

0.896

-1.123

COLL + LIWC
+ Politeness
Buyer Features

0.847

0.904

0.489

0.832

0.896

0.380

Seller Features

0.834

0.898

-0.222

Buyer+Seller
Features

0.857

0.910

-0.519

-avg agree +fit gap -fit n repeated pos bigram
-avg n repeated content -fit n repeated stop
-fit n words +avg certain -avg geo +avg n introduced w hedge
+avg n introduced
-avg has negative -avg apologising -avg indicative -avg direct start
-avg indirect greeting
-fit n words -avg has negative +avg has positive +avg gratitude
-avg apologising
-fit pron me +fit pron we +fit 1st person +fit indicative
+avg subjunctive
+fit n introduced -avg direct start -fit pron you -fit hedges
+fit indicative
-avg seller 1st person -avg buyer 2nd person start
+fit seller apologising +fit buyer please start
+fit seller n adopted w hedge

Features
Baseline
Majority
COLL

Table 1: Accuracy, F1-score and McFadden’s R2 for predicting negotiation success in the Craigslist Bargain
dataset. The speaker-independent features are in the top part of the table. Speaker-dependent features are in the
bottom part of the table where the buyer and seller features include LIWC+Politeness separated out and calculated
per role. The top-5 features are sorted according to the absolute coefficient value.

to a no-deal. This could indicate the use of longer,
more elaborate utterances in an attempt to convince
the other party. Dialogues where negative words
were identified combined with a high number of
apologetic words were also more likely to lead to
no deal. On the other hand, dialogues where positive words were identified, combined with high
rates of gratitude words (e.g. ‘thank you’) were
more likely to result in a dialogue with a deal.
To further understand the impact of the behaviour of each participant in their various roles in
the negotiation, speaker-dependent features were
computed, specifically the LIWC and Politeness
features for each speaker, be they a buyer or a
seller. Since COLL features are meant to capture markers for collaboration, they are viewed
as speaker-neutral. Thus in the lower part of Table 1, the results are split into the two buyer/seller
roles. An interesting aspect when comparing results in the top half and bottom half of Table 1 is
that the model trained with Buyer+Seller features
from both speakers (i.e. LIWC+Politeness speakerdependent features) has a better performance, both
in terms of accuracy and F1-score, than the best
model trained with speaker-independent features
(COLL+LIWC+Politeness). Nevertheless, from
the models trained with speaker-dependent features,
only the buyer features achieved a R2 above 0.2,
the threshold to be considered a good fit between
the trained model and the data. Therefore, when
looking at the top speaker-dependent features for
best performing model, some caution is warranted.

5.2

Persuasion Dialogues

For this dataset, we trained a LR to predict the persuasiveness, i.e., whether a donation was made by
the persuadee. The Persuasion for Good dataset
was not released with fixed splits, therefore we
adopted a 5-fold cross-validation procedure following previous work with this dataset (Wang et al.,
2019). In Table 2, we present the average accuracy and F1-score for all folds and their standard
deviation. For each fold, we have saved the respective feature coefficients. Given that the metrics
computed for the models have a small standard deviation, we assume that models in each fold are
relatively similar and thus averaged the coefficient
values for every feature across the 5 folds. The
features presented in the tables are those with the
highest absolute average coefficient values across
folds. Similarly to the negotiation dataset, we also
report the average R2 across the different folds and
respective standard deviation.
Using lexicon-based features, we observed
a marginal improvement in terms of accuracy,
when compared with the baseline majority, except when using only LIWC features. In the
set of COLL features, the number of repeated
content (avg n repeated content) and stop words
(avg n repeated stop) in consecutive turns, and
the number of agreement words (avg agree) contributed to predicting persuasiveness. A high number of direct questions was one of the most valuable
features to predict unpersuasive dialogues in the
model trained with Politeness features (this feature
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Features
Baseline
Majority
COLL

Accuracy
0.536 (0.001)

F1-score
0.698 (0.001)

R2
-

Top-5 features
-

0.571 (0.029)

0.653 (0.022)

-0.088 (0.063)

LIWC

0.500 (0.044)

0.553 (0.033)

-0.107 (0.125)

Politeness

0.568 (0.031)

0.626 (0.049)

-0.088 (0.160)

COLL + LIWC
+ Politeness

0.556 (0.039)

0.591 (0.038)

0.025 (0.058)

+avg agree +avg n repeated content
+avg n repeated stop -fit disagree +fit repeated stop
-avg geo +coordination score +avg n adopted
+avg n introduced +avg n introduced w hedge
+avg has positive -avg direct question
-avg has negative +avg gratitude
+avg 2nd person start
-avg geo -avg has negative +avg has positive
+avg agree -avg direct question

Table 2: Mean Accuracy, F1-score and McFadden’s R2 for predicting persuasion in the Persuasion for Good
Dataset in the 5-folds. The figure between brackets represent the standard deviation across the different folds. The
top-5 features are sorted according to the mean of absolute coefficient values.

was automatically detected by the occurrence of
the initial wordings of “what, why, who or how”).

6

Opaque Models for Prediction of
Persuasion and Negotiation

As well as the traditional lexicon-based features described above, we have also used embedding-based
features, specifically: RoBERTa-SE sentence embeddings (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) trained for
the STS task1 ; and a dialogue vector representation
extracted from a ConvERT model (Henderson et al.,
2019). For sentence-based models (RoBERTa-SE),
for each turn an embedding was generated. The
dialogue representation is then the average of the
sentence embeddings for all dialogue turns. In the
ConvERT model, given the context and the current
utterance, the model would provide a dialogue embedding. We compare these two models in order to
assess the impact of using a model that attempts to
keep the sequential structure of the data (ConvERT)
versus a model trained with a larger amount of data
(RoBERTa-SE).
These embeddings were given as inputs either to
a LR or a neural model composed by a linear layer
and a softmax layer, which provides the probability
distribution of the different classes (Linear-NN).
The reasoning behind this was to see if the neural
model was better at predicting whether the dialogue
resulted in successful negotiation, even though this
method is less transparent than LR.
Results from embedding-based dialogue representations predicting negotiation success in the
Craigslist Bargain dataset are shown in Table 3.
The fact that ConvERT keeps the sequential structure of the data seems to provide an advantage over
RoBERTa-SE in terms of F1 and accuracy. It is in1

https://github.com/UKPLab/sentence-transformers

teresting to observe a drop in performance from the
LR-models to the NN-models. In any case, models
based on pre-trained dialogue representations seem
to improve the performance over models trained
with lexicon-based features using LR, as well as
observing a higher R2 (as reported in Table 1).
For persuasiveness prediction, the neural models
trained with ConvERT (see Table 4) outperform
those using LR with embedding features and also
LR with linguistic features (see Table 2). However,
again, the disadvantage of this approach is that
these models are less transparent.

7

Discussion

As we look at the features, we find some interesting
results. Tables 5 and 6 show an example dialogue
and corresponding features, from a Craigslist Bargain and a Persuasion for Good dialogue respectively. One of the features emerging as potentially
contributing to no deal was an increasing number
of words per utterance (fit n words) as the dialogue
progresses (see Table 1). In the example of a dialogue where a deal was reached, shown in Table 5,
there is a tendency for short utterances as the dialogue unfolds. One of the factors associated with
increasing trustworthiness is transparency (Nesset
et al., 2021). However, a direct consequence of
increasing transparency in dialogue is an increase
in the number of words per sentence. This seems
an interesting avenue for future research, to instill
the appropriate amount of trust while keeping the
utterance short, along with the appropriate level of
transparency.
Another interesting outcome is that the average
number of apologetic words were higher in no deal
dialogue compared to dialogues where a deal was
reached. This may be due to the fact that people
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Features
RoBERTa-SE
ConvERT
RoBERTa-SE
ConvERT

Model
LR
LR
Linear-NN
Linear-NN

Accuracy
0.854
0.895
0.843
0.859

F1-score
0.906
0.932
0.904
0.913

R2
0.560
0.533
-

Table 3: Accuracy, F1-score and McFadden’s R2 (in the LR models) for prediction negotiation success in the
Craigslist Bargain dataset using dialogue embeddings.
Features
RoBERTa-SE
ConvERT
RoBERTa-SE
ConvERT

Model
LR
LR
Linear-NN
Linear-NN

Accuracy
0.611 (0.038)
0.602 (0.022)
0.607 (0.010)
0.622 (0.018)

F1-score
0.638 (0.052)
0.665 (0.027)
0.724 (0.013)
0.715 (0.004)

R2
0.050 (0.331)
0.120 (0.003)
-

Table 4: Average accuracy, F1-score and McFadden’s R2 (for the LR models) in the 5 folds for predicting persuasion in the Persuasion for Good dataset using dialogue embeddings. Number between brackets is the standard
deviation in the 5 folds.

Buyer: I am interested
in purchasing this item,
but since it is used I can
only afford to pay about
25
Seller: I mean, we can
work out a deal, but that
is way too low. how
about 60?
Buyer: Shoot, I only
have about 40 in my
account right now.

avg agree = 0.0
fit gap = 0.016
fit n repeated pos bigram = −0.333
avg n repeated content = 0.0
fit n repeated stop = −0.333
fit n words = −0.214
avg n certain = 0.0
avg n geo = 0.0
avg n introduced w hedge = 0.0
avg n introduced = 0.0
avg has negative = 0.0
avg apologising = 0.0
avg indicative = 0.0
avg direct start = 0.0
avg indirect greeting = 0.0
avg has positive = 1.0
avg gratitude = 0.0

Table 5: Example of a dialogue where a deal was
reached from the Craigslist Bargain dataset with corresponding feature values. Underlined words have direct
impact in the feature values reported. Top-5 features of
COLL+LIWC+Politeness model in bold from Table 1.

apologise for the negotiation not being successful
or being unable to adjust the price to the other
person’s requested price.
Collaborative features seem to be more important for success in persuasion than negotiation dialogues (see Tables 1 and 2) when compared to other
lexicon-based features. This could be explained by
the fact that the persuasion needs a high amount of
collaboration, where both participants could benefit
from a positive outcome, whereas in Craigslist Bargain the task of negotiation is competitive and both
users have to compromise to achieve a trade-off.
The number of geographical-related words,
given by the avg geo feature seems to be influential, which is perhaps non-obvious. Since none
of the datasets are likely to have a large number of
geographical references (even if there is a section
of Craigslist Bargain about housing). It could be

that the geographical lexicon has several polysemic
words (e.g. the word physical in part of this lexicon) and therefore introduces some extra noise in
the data. This could be an example of lexicon that
could be filtered out in future work.
In both corpora, the number of positive words
and agreement expressions contributed to predicting the success of the dialogue. Interestingly, some
of the most predictive features are not explicitly
related to the success of task (such as the use of
agreement words), but rather relate more to the language common to the various roles, e.g., whether
the seller uses the first person or whether the buyer
starts a sentence with a second person pronoun. On
the other hand, gratitude has been one of the features which contributed to a correct prediction of
a deal. Social norms might explain this, since it is
considered polite to thank the other person at the
end of the negotiation. Attempting to predict the
outcome of the dialogue in earlier stages could help
us to confirm this hypothesis.
The performance of the models is generally
higher in the Craigslist than the Persuasion for
Good dataset, which could likely be due to
the larger size of the Craigslist dataset. Nevertheless, the set of features used by the best
performing models with lexicon-based features
(COLL+LIWC+Politeness and Buyer+Seller Features) was rather unexpected. One perhaps
would have thought that features such as agreements/disagreements would be natural candidates
to be relevant features for the task at hand, but
these were not part of the top-5 most relevant feature when combining all the lexicon-based features.
Also the best performance for lexicon-based feature
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Persuader: Hello
Persuadee: Hi there how are you?
Persuader: Great and you
Persuadee: I am doing fine, thanks for asking.
Persuader: Can I ask you a question?
Persuadee: You sure can
Persuader: Do you have any kids?
Persuadee: I don’t have any children but there are many children in my family.
Persuader: Im sure you love them as your own, I have a big family do you?
Persuadee: I do have a big family, I enjoy it at times, other times I don’t
Persuader: I truly understand. But I know I would do anything for them especially if it was for their wellbeing, do you
feel the same way
Persuadee: Yes I do.
Persuader: It’s great to know that there are others who feel the same way. Have you heard of Save the Children?
Persuadee: No I haven’t. Could you QUICKLY tell me about it
Persuader: Save the Children is an international non-governmental organization that promotes children’s rights,
provides relief and helps support underlinechildren in developing countries.
Persuadee: Okay that sounds nice and an important service
Persuader: And the money raised helps feed and clothe them. Its a lot of underlinechildren that are starving and need
our help. Would like to help?
Persuadee: I would like to help in the future when I am more financially stable.
Persuader: I understand but even the smallest amount would be a BIG help.
Persuadee: I am sure but I just am not able at this time

avg agree = 0.053
avg n repeated content = 0.053
avg n repeated stop = 2.053
fit disagree = N aN
fit n repeated stop = 1.285
avg geo = 0.0
coordination score = N aN
avg n adopted = 0.150
avg n introduced = 0.150
avg n introduced w hedge = 0.0
avg has positive = 2.2
avg
avg
avg
avg

direct question = 0.0
has negative = 0.0
gratitude = 0.050
2nd person start = 0.05

Table 6: Example of unsuccessful dialogue from the Persuasion for Good dataset with corresponding feature values.
Underlined words have direct impact in the feature values reported. Top-5 features of COLL+LIWC+Politeness
model in bold from Table 2.

models in the Craigslist was achieved by separating
the seller from the buyer features. This is an interesting outcome and reinforces the different roles of
each speaker in the dialogue.
Finally, initial results suggest that dialogue embeddings are powerful representations that can be
used to predict the outcome of the dialogue. In fact,
for LR trained with dialogue embeddings, the R2
was above 0.2 for negotiations, unlike most of the
cases using lexicon-based features, which shows
a better fit to the data. However, interpretable features and models can provide more explainable and
transparent cues.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

We have investigated linguistic indicators that reflect two tasks, namely a successful negotiation and
persuasion of a donation. These two interaction outcomes can be seen as examples of conditional trust
(Jones and George, 1998), since they involve social
and/or economic exchanges. In the case of negotiation, the task is competitive, whereas persuasion
dialogues can be considered more of a collaboration. Various lexicon-based features were identified
as being indicators of success through our method
of training regressors. However, a role-based analysis showed differences in the relevant features.
Therefore, considering the role will be important
when designing trustworthy conversational agents.
Future work will look into individual differences
more deeply and explore variations of personality
and propensity to trust of individual users.

Methods based on dialogue embeddings
achieved the best performance in both problems,
however these methods are opaque. Future work
would involve combining recent work on transparent NLP methods for explaining embedding
models (Hoover et al., 2020) and explainable AI
(Ribeiro et al., 2016), so as to provide further
insight into linguistic and dialogue features for
these opaque but high performing features and
models.
In the introduction, we mentioned that in both
datasets used in this research we were using proxies for trust assuming that financial transaction between subject would only occur when a certain
level of trust is achieved. This is a limitation of our
work, which are trying to address at the moment by
collecting trustworthiness ratings at turn level. This
will allow us to confirm whether our assumption
is correct and develop a fine-grained strategy to
increase trustworthiness in conversational agents.
Finally, a discussion on the ethical implications
is needed of using interactive systems for these
types of interactions, where trust is conditional on
the perceived behaviour of system.
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A

Linguistic indicators reference

Tables 7, 8 and 9 has a complete reference of all
lexical features used.
Feature
n repeated pos bigram
n repeated content
agree
disagree
n repeated stop
coordination score

Definition
number of repeated POS bigrams in consecutive turns
number of repeated content words in consecutive turns
whether there is an agreement expression
whether there is a disagreement expression
number of repeated stop words in consecutive turns.
coordination score between the two speakers

Table 7: Collaborative (COLL) indicators reference.

Feature
n adopted w
n words
n introduced
n adopted w
n introduced
pron we
geo
hedge
n introduced
pron you
meta
pron me
n adopted
pron 3rd

hedge

certain
w hedge

w certain

Definition
number of w ords re-used from hedges lexicon
number of words per utterance
total number of words re-used
number of words re-used from certain lexicon
number of newly introduced words from the hedges lexicon
number of usages of words from the we lexicon
number of usages of words from the geographic terms lexicon
number of words from the hedges lexicon
number of newly introduced words from the certain lexicon
number of words from the you lexicon
number of words from the meta lexicon
number of words from the me lexicon
number of re-used words
number of words from the

Table 8: LIWC indicators reference.

Feature
please start
factuality
apologising
2nd person
please
direct question
gratitude
has positive
1st person start
1st person
1st person pl.
subjunctive
indicative
direct start
indirect (greeting)
has hedge
indirect (btw)
has negative
deference
2nd person start

Definition
if utterance starts with please
if utterance has factuality expressions (e.g. actually)
if utterance contains apologetic words
if utterance contains second person words
if utterance contains please
if utterance starts with what, why, who or how
if utterance contains gratitude words
if utterance as positive words
if utterance starts with a first person pronoun
if utterance has first person pronouns
if utterance contains first person plural pronouns
if utterance includes ’could’ or ’would’ before ’you’
if utterance includes ’can’ or ’will’ before ’you’
if utterance has a direct start
if utterance starts with ’hi’, ’hello’ and ’hey’
if utterance has hedges
if utterance contains expression ’by the way’
if utterance has negative words
if utterance has deference words
if uttreance starts with a second person pronouns

Table 9: Politeness Linguistic indicators reference.
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